
The Brain 
 



Who We are 

•  RiRim Khazall Harry McKay 



More Importantly 

 
WHO 
ARE 

YOU? 



What we’ll talk about..  

•  YOUR brain 
•  Senses 
•  Sleep 
•  Eating –Metabolic Functions 
•  Drugs 
•  Learning & Memory 
•  Sports 
•  Mental Illness 
  
 



What you should expect 

•  Randomness 
•  Creative thinking (we dislike boxes) 
•  Group Discussions 
•  Activities & Workshops 
•  Lots and lots of information! 



Conduct 

What do you think it should be? 
 



Admin Stuff 

•  Double Check Spelling 
•  T-Shirt Sizes 
•  BBQ on Wed J ($5) 



Neuroscience 



BRAINS!!!!!!! 



Protection 



Protection 



Protection: CSF  

Liquid which fills the ventricles of the brain 
and surrounds the brain and spinal cord 

http://youtu.be/SDMO4vYkqdg 



Lateral View 



Sagittal View 
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Sagittal Trilogy 



Coronal View 



Function – Frontal Lobe 

Executive functions, such as; 
reasoning, planning, parts of speech, 
movement, emotions, problem solving & 

personality  



Function – Temporal Lobe 

 
Associated with perception and recognition 

of auditory stimuli, memory, and speech 



Function – Occipital Lobe 

Primary visual reception area, responsible 
for visual processing & interpretation  



Function – Parietal Lobe 

Associated with movement, orientation, 
recognition, perception of stimuli 



Function - Cerebullum 

•  AKA "little brain", associated with 
regulation and coordination of movement, 
posture, and balance.  

 



Function – Brain Stem 
Does some important 

things 

•  breathe,  
•  pump blood,  
•  sleep,  
•  wake up 
•  digest food  
 



Function: Limbic System 

Is a superstar 
•  Olfactory pathways: 
•  Amygdala and their different pathways. 
•  Hippocampi and their different pathways. 
•  Limbic lobes: Sex, rage, fear; emotions. 

Integration of recent memory, biological 
rhythms. 

•  Hypothalamus.  
 



Left vs. Right 



Left vs. Right 

•  Sequential Analysis: 
systematic, logical 
interpretation of information. 
Interpretation and production 
of symbolic 
information:language, 
mathematics, abstraction and 
reasoning. Memory stored in a 
language format. 

•  Holistic Functioning: 
processing multi-sensory input 
simultaneously to provide 
"holistic" picture of one's 
environment. Visual spatial 
skills. Holistic functions such 
as dancing and gymnastics are 
coordinated by the right 
hemisphere. Memory is stored 
in auditory, visual and spatial 
modalities. 



Pinky & The Brain – Break it down 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fh5hjbQWQ78&feature=related 



Looking Inside 

Neurons 
 



The Neuron 



Neuron : Types  



Neuron : Synapse 

Neuron communication aka Synapse 



Neuron : Neurotransmitters 

The Brain’s chemical messengers 



Translational Functions 

 
So. How does the brain communicate with 

the rest of your body and your external 
environment? 



Your Senses 

 
Basic inquiry. 

How many senses do we have? 



Senses : Touch, Pain & Temp 



Senses : Touch, Pain & Temp 



Senses : Touch, Pain & Temp 



Senses : Vision 



Senses: Vision 



Senses: Vision 



Senses: Vision 



Senses: Vision 



Senses: Hearing 

http://youtu.be/ahCbGjasm_E 



Senses: Hearing & Vision 



Senses: Smell  



Senses : Taste Pathway 



Senses : Taste 



Senses: Taste..Buds 



The Scientific Method 

What is it the neuroscientists do? 
How do they do it? Why do they 

do it? 



Research Methods 

•  Damage studies/lesioning (Case studies)  
•  Electroencephalography (EEG)  
•  Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation 
•  Brain imaging:   

–  computerized tomography (CAT)   
–  positron emission tomography (PET) 
–  magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

•  Animal Experimentation 
 

50 
50 



Methods : Case Study 

Phineas Gage 
•  The 3.5 foot long rod entered on the 

side of his face, shattering the 
upper jaw, and passing back of the 
left eye, and out at the top of his 
head. Walked around with it 

•  Suffered personality changes soon 
after the accident. 



Methods : EEG’s 



Methods :TMS 



Methods : MRI 

http://www.ted.com/talks/
christopher_decharms_scans_the_brain_in_real
_time.html 



Methods:PET 

PET measures emissions from 
radioactively-labeled chemicals 
that have been injected into the 
bloodstream and uses the data 
to produce images of the 
distribution of the chemicals in 
the body.  
 
In drug abuse research, PET is 
being used for a variety of 
reasons including: to identify 
the brain sites where drugs and 
naturally occurring 
neurotransmitters act. 



Methods: CAT 

Computerized Axial Tomography scan is an x-ray 
procedure that combines many x-ray images with the aid 
of a computer to generate cross-sectional views and, if 
needed, 3-D images of the Brain and structures of the 
body. 

 



Methods 

Animal Experimentation 
 
 



Methods : Animal Experimentation 

Ethics 
•  Don’t cause them unnecessary pain 
•  If you have to kill them, do it humanly. 
•  Don’t use any more than you have to 
•  If there is an easier way, use it. 
•  If it has been done before, don’t do it again 

•  Must add to the “body of knowledge” 
 



Neuro- Jeopardy! 




